Preface:
I’ve always appreciated the underdog – a person or a team facing adversity or challenging odds for
success. As a kid, I would root for athletes considered to be short or undersized compared to larger
opponents. As an adult, I noted that short men could similarly take on the underdog label given the
emphasis society places on height. Although I knew the reasons in part, as a short guy I still I wondered
why society favors taller guys.
Outside of sports, obstacles for short males come in two forms. The first is society’s height bias. The
second and typically larger obstacle comes in the form of self-limiting beliefs. In the age of social media
and digital profiles, we are increasingly measured, compared and judged. Bullies and naysayers are
everywhere. False cognitive biases and height discrimination run rampant. As I continued my quest for
self-improvement, I thought wouldn’t it be great if there was content to address the specific challenges
for short guys. I found a few resources but nothing comprehensive.
This book educates, motivates and provides action items for the short guy fraternity. It examines height
data from different professions (not just sports) and discusses research from experts in genetics and
behavioral psychology. It seeks to motivate readers by sharing uplifting stories of short men who’ve
accomplished amazing heights in life. In addition to these U.S. heroes, global media icons, and highflying entrepreneurs, there are anecdotes from my travels and experiences to keep things real and
relatable while adding a dash of comic relief.
Writing Amazing Heights was like going back to school. The process expanded my understanding across
a wide array of subjects, including science, history, psychology, and physiology. It also allowed me to
revisit challenges and setbacks in my life, and the learnings that made me a stronger person, both
mentally and physically. The book’s content largely focuses on the individual, rather than society. It
encourages the reader to be open to new ways of thinking and to take responsibility for their actions,
providing tools to help them along the way.
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